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ESL 2 
 

                Course Description 
ESL 2 integrates the study of language and communication for language learners with a beginning level                
of language proficiency. Literature is explored to build basic literacy skills with a focus on vocabulary  
building. Writing assignments focus on the production of grammatically correct sentences and basic             
paragraphs. Outcomes for this course focus on beginning language acquisition skills, such as grammar              
and vocabulary; reading strategies that focus on comprehension and interpretation; writing activities that             
build language production and expression; listening and speaking opportunities. Language and           
vocabulary is developed in order to prepare students for the next level of English learning. 
 

 
  
 

      Essential Standards  
Standard 1 (Reading - Fiction) - Connected to CC RL 9-10.1 
Identify evidence from a text to develop an oral or written response. 
 
Standard 2 (Reading - Fiction) - Connected to CC RL 9-10.2 
Understand the theme or main idea of a text and provide a summary. 
 
Standard 3 (Reading - Fiction) Connected to CC RL 9-10.3 
Identify main characters and understand their connection to the plot. 
 
Standard 4 (Speaking and Listening) - Connected to CC SL 9-10.1 
Participate in oral production and discussion (independent, one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led).  
 
Standard 5 (Writing) - Connected to CC W 9-10.1 
Identify arguments and claims of a topic or text. 
 
Standard 6 (Writing) - Connected to CC W 9-10.2 
Write informative texts to share ideas in an organized way (perfect paragraph). 
 
Standard 7 (Grammar) - Connected to CC L9-10.1 
Recognize conventions of standard English grammar and usage when reading, writing, or speaking. 
 
Standard 8 (Grammar) - Connected to CC L9-10.2 
Demonstrate an awareness of capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 
 
Standard 9 (Vocabulary) - Connected to CC L9-10.4 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown words and phrases from a range of strategies. 
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Standard (Reading - Non-Fiction) - Connected to CC RI 9-10.1 
Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text through oral and/or written responses to an informational 
text. 
 
Standard (Reading - Non-Fiction) - Connected to CC RI 9-10.2 
Ascertain the theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, 
including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of 
the text through oral or written responses to informational texts. 
 
Standard (Writing) - Connected to CC W 9-10.3 
Write narratives to develop experiences using details and structured events sequences. 
 
Standard (Speaking and Listening) - Connected to CC SL 9-10.4 
Present information clearly and logically so listeners can follow the line of reasoning, and the 
organization and development, are appropriate to task. 
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